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Unlike most 19th Century composers who
had to struggle to make a living, Felix
Mendelssohn came from a very wealthy
family. He never had to work, but he
worked harder to fulfill his family’s
expectations than many who suffered
poverty. He was an extremely gifted
musical genius who wrote some of his
best works while he was still a teenager.
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His weakness was being unable to say no to the
many requests he received for performances. He was
a perfectionist who devoted his energy to presenting
the highest possible level of musical perfection. As
his fame spread, he had little time left for his own
compositions. Mendelssohn died at the age of 38,
essentially from exhaustion brought on by overwork.

Felix Mendelssohn

Mendelssohn gained fame as a conductor, and as the
organizer of many music festivals in Germany and in
England where he was always enthusiastically
welcomed. Unlike some composers who only
performed their own work, Mendelssohn had a
passion for presenting the best music of all periods.
He particularly valued works that he felt had been
neglected, and he delighted in bringing forgotten
masterpieces to the public. He was also very generous in helping younger composers by playing their
work.
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Masters of

Music

1

Reviving Ancient Music

I

n 1823 when Felix Mendelssohn was fourteen years old, his
grandmother gave him a very special Christmas present. It
was a copy of Johann Sebastian Bach’s oratorio St. Matthew

Passion.

Why was Felix so happy with that gift? An ordinary German
boy at that time would have had no interest in the works of Johann
Sebastian Bach, who had died more than 70 years earlier. His music
was considered to be as outdated as the dreamy pop ballads of the
1930s are to today’s young people.
But Felix was no ordinary boy. He was a musical genius comparable to the young Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. He played the piano
publicly when he was nine. By the time Felix was fourteen, he had
written music of excellent quality, as Mozart had by the same age.
Some of Bach’s instrumental music was still familiar to serious
musicians. Felix’s most important music teacher, Carl Zelter, had
studied with a man who had been a student of Bach. Felix himself
had learned to play many of Bach’s preludes and fugues.
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Chapter 1 - Reviving Ancient Music

But Bach’s great choral masterpieces were considered oldfashioned and had been virtually forgotten. The St. Matthew Passion
had not been performed since Bach’s death in 1750. Not surprisingly, it wasn’t easy to find copies.
Zelter had one. Apparently he let Felix, his favorite student,
have a few peeks. That was all the youngster needed. In his imagination, he could hear the glorious voices. So he desperately wanted
a copy of his own.
Babette Salomon, Felix’s grandmother, lived in Paris. She had a
good friend who collected old music manuscripts. One was the St.
Matthew Passion. She asked him for it, and gave it to Felix.
Because the copy was nearly 100 years old, it had faded badly
and was hard to read. That didn’t matter to Felix. He went over it
again and again. He made notes in the margins. He carefully copied
out sections. His sisters helped him by copying the vocal parts and
practicing them. And he did all this without ever believing that the
work could be performed.
During the next few years, Felix began asking some of his
other friends to sing some of the parts. One of them, Therese
Devrient, described an evening at the Mendelssohns’ house. “Felix
would sit at the piano, pale and excited,” she wrote. “We the singers
stood around him so that he could at all times see us. That was very
necessary. Not only did we experience difficulty in singing the
music by sight, but both the notes and the text were so illegible
that it was almost impossible to make sense of them. Yet we were
terribly moved and felt that we had been transported into a new
world of music.”
Therese’s brother Eduard Devrient was so excited by the
power of the music that he told Felix they had to perform the
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Felix Mendelssohn

entire St. Matthew Passion in public. Felix would conduct, while
Eduard would sing the central role of Jesus. Felix realized that
Eduard was right. But they would need many more singers than the
small groups that gathered around the Mendelssohns’ piano.
So the two young men approached Zelter. He was the director
of the Berlin Singakademie, the city’s most prestigious musical
organization.
But even though he was Felix’s teacher and both Felix and
Eduard had sung with the Singakademie, he gave many reasons why
the performance was impossible. The Passion needed the kind of
choirs Bach had trained himself. The music was too difficult. A
performance would need a double orchestra of the highest ability.
They would need many long and difficult rehearsals. The list of
objections went on and on.
The objections didn’t deter Felix and Eduard. They told the
director that they were sure they could do it. They had already
worked on the score for a long time. They praised Zelter for his
work in developing the fine choir of the Singakadamie. And, they
added, he should encourage his students to try something daring
on their own.
Finally Zelter gave in. The young men immediately began
their preparations. It was to be a charity event to help a sewing
school for poor girls. The Mendelssohn family paid for the rental
of the hall. Felix didn’t charge anything for his work as conductor.
In addition to the soloists, they had 400 singers in two choruses. There were also dozens of orchestra members. Everyone got
together for nine full rehearsals of the score that Felix had worked
on for years.
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Chapter 1 - Reviving Ancient Music

“All were amazed,” Devrient wrote, “at its dramatic power. No
one had ever suspected old Bach of all this.”
The growing excitement of the musicians was contagious.
When news got out about the performance, all 400 tickets were
sold almost immediately. A thousand more people gathered outside
the theater on March 11, 1829, the night of the performance.
It was a sensation.
The most important members of the cultural community of
Berlin were there. Many in the audience wept with emotion. It was
such a great success they repeated the performance ten days later
on Bach’s birthday.
“This marked the first time in history that a major work by a
composer who had fallen markedly out of favor had been reconsidered and hailed as an important masterwork,” wrote Stephen
Ledbetter of the Academy of Ancient Music. “The excitement that
surrounded the performance led quickly to further revivals of
Bach.”
Several things about Felix Mendelssohn are evident from this
event early in his musical career.
For one thing, he came from a wealthy family. Many composers had to struggle to make a living. Mozart lived and died in poverty. Ludwig van Beethoven resented the demands of his wealthy
patrons. Joseph Haydn’s employer treated him like a servant. But
Mendelssohn never had to worry about money.
For another, Felix was no spoiled rich boy. He worked hard all
his life. He was a perfectionist who insisted on rehearsing and
rehearsing until the performance of the musicians was as good as it
could possibly be.
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